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Installation instructions
Gallery System
NOTE!: As a matter of principle, electric lights may be installed only in a currentless and cold condition by
qualified electricians. Replacement of the lamp must also take place in this condition.

Mounting the Gallery rail:
Mounting on a wall!:
Prepare the contact rail in such a way that the length of the rail is correct, including infeed and end piece.
Mounting at right-angles!:
Prepare the contact rails in such a way that the length of the rails is correct, including infeed and corner
connector. The holes in the wall are drilled through the rail in order to adhere to the drilling pattern (approx.
47 cm). In the case of right-angled mounting, the second rail is mounted in the same way after fastening
the first rail.

Electrical connection:
The cable groove on the front side of the rail can serve as a cable groove if the electrical outlet does not lie
at the cable infeed position. Once the rails have been fastened and the electrical connection to one of the end
pieces has been completed, the front cover can be clipped on.

Adjustment of the picture brackets: (in a currentless condition!)
Insert the picture bracket with the contact position at left or right into the groove in the rail, turn the
bracket by the picture hook 90° towards yourself and lock the bracket by pulling it firmly downwards.
The picture hook can now be adjusted to any desired height. In the case of large pictures weighing more
than 5 kg we recommend the use of two brackets per picture, wherein one electrical connection is sufficient

Note!: The light must not be fixed to a damp and conducting surface and is not approved for outdoor use.
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